Localisation of plastic deformation in stretching plates: microstructure effects
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ABSTRACT

The localization of plastic deformation in dynamically expanding shells of ductile metals is usually investigated at the macroscopic scale through the analysis of instable perturbation modes of the structure (among the numerous works on this topic, let us mention [1]). Still, at the scale of the microstructure, i.e. the one of the crystal aggregate, the deformation is inherently heterogeneous from grain to grain since the beginning of loading. Simulations of stretching plates including the polycrystalline structure of the material, by means of a crystal plasticity FE code, give a way to investigate the connection between grain scale strain heterogeneity and macroscopic localization. Crystal plasticity is ruled by a Teodosiu type constitutive model [2] which integrates the high anisotropy of slip system interactions, identified by dislocation dynamics simulations.

At the beginning of loading, strain organizes at the scale of a few grains and progressively larger strain patterns arise as if the following stages were controlled by structural perturbation modes: however, marks of the initial strain distribution are still visible (fig. 1). At last, a few of these zones strongly concentrate deformation and unloading is observed in the rest of the plate; this ultimate stage seems to be driven by what resembles a “Mott type” obscuration [3].

Fig. 1. Strain maps in plane strain stretching at different times.

The importance of these different stages depends on the loading conditions and microstructural characteristics. When increasing the loading rate, the last stage is delayed and structural modes have more time to develop. On the contrary, a compression texture, constituted of strong fibers, yields a higher initial strain heterogeneity of which the final localization patterns keeps memory.
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